SECRETARIAT EXPANDS MIDDLE EAST CONSTRUCTION PRACTICE
WITH ADDITION OF MANAGING DIRECTORS CONRAD BROMLEY AND
MANUS BRADLEY

DUBAI, 1 September 2020 – Today Secretariat welcomed seasoned construction quantum expert
Conrad Bromley and construction delay expert Manus Bradley to the firm’s Dubai office. Both Managing
Directors, Bromley and Bradley significantly expand the the firm’s construction capabilities to serve the
Middle East region, including the addition of damages expertise for the first time.
“Growing in the Middle East has been a strategic focus for us for a while. But we have always focused
on making sure we grow thoughtfully and with the right talent. Landing Conrad and Manus hits the
mark on all fronts,” says Secretariat Managing Director Don Harvey. “We can say with pride and
confidence that our construction team is second-to-none in experience and capabilities across the entire
region.”
Bromley, a testifying quantum expert and 13-year veteran of the Middle East market, joins the firm as a
Managing Director. He brings more than 20 years’ experience in large-scale international construction
and engineering projects across a variety of sectors, ranging from rail and mass transport to pipelines,
power stations and marine wharfs. Bromley has been instructed more than a dozen times as an
independent quantum expert on projects up to US$5bn in value, and disputes in excess of US$350m.
He has testified on multiple occasions, giving oral testimony in traditional cross-examination as well as
concurrent evidence/hot-tubbing in Arbitration, DAB, and DRB proceedings. As an independent
quantum expert and advisor with experience across the MENA region, he specializes in matters of
quantity surveying, including the valuation of damages, disruption and loss of productivity, variations,
defects, and claims for acceleration and mitigation. Who’s Who Legal recognizes Bromley as a Future
Leader, describing him as “… a knowledgable adviser and seasoned expert witness in complex
disputes…” who “… displays remarkable talent in acting as testifying expert in complex construction
quantum and delay disputes.” Most recently, Bromley was a Director in HKA’s Dubai office.
Bradley, also joining as a Managing Director, is a testifying delay expert who has over 20 years’
experience in large scale construction and engineering projects as project engineer, project scheduler
and delay analyst. He advises on planning and programming issues and acts as an expert advisor and
independent expert witness in matters concerning project delay, disruption and acceleration. He is
regularly instructed as an independent delay expert witness and has given written and oral evidence in
numerous domestic and international arbitration settings, including cross examination by Queen’s
Counsel and concurrent cross-examination (hot-tubbing). Identified as a Future Leader by Who’s Who
Legal, Bradley is described as “excellent” and as a “detail-oriented and articulate” expert in delay
matters. He was a Director with HKA before joining Secretariat.
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Based in Dubai, Bromley and Bradley join Secretariat Managing Directors Mike Saulsbury and Kagan
Atkas to round out the firm’s Middle East Construction practice. The team has a combined 75 years of
experience across all areas of construction delay and quantum expertise, including 35 years of combined
experience in the Middle East.
ABOUT SECRETARIAT
Secretariat is a leading global independent expert services and litigation consulting firm. The firm serves a
wide range of global clients, specializing in international arbitration and litigation; large scale construction
disputes with a focus on delay and quantum analysis; economic damages; forensic accounting; and
government contracting. Headquartered in Atlanta, Secretariat operates from multiple offices across
North America, Europe, Australia, Asia and the Middle East. The firm has earned several distinctions,
including the number two ranking in Global Arbitration Review’s prestigious GAR 100 Expert Witness
Firms' Power Index and “A Best Firms to Work For” from Consulting magazine.
For more information, visit secretariat-intl.com, connect with us on LinkedIn, or contact us at
info@secretariat-intl.com.
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